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Introduction

Building a model ship can be both educational
and enjoyable.  Sadly, many enthusiasts quickly
get discouraged and give up their pursuit of the
hobby.  They often choose the wrong subject for
their first project.  The ambitious beginner will
choose a very expensive and elaborate kit as
their first modelling endevour.  

Most kits at this advanced skill level, are
European manufactured and their instructions,
once translated into English, are rarely
adequate.  This being said, I understand first
hand, that the desire to build a large scale model
of the frigate Constitution can be hard to sup-
press.  But as you can see by the photographs
above and on the cover, an entry-level kit can be
just as impressive and satisfying to build.  With
some basic understanding of modelling tech-
niques along with clarified instruction,  the goal
of creating a museum quality model can be 
easily achieved.

The Model Shipways kit of the mid 19th century
pilot schooner Phantom will be built using the
bread-and-butter technique or “solid hull”
method of construction.  This method of model-
ling the hull of a ship is well suited for the first-
time modeler just entering the hobby.  And it
can produce a spectacular model.  

In addition to the plans and instruction manual
provided by the kit manufacturer, I have docu-
mented my own construction of the Phantom.  I
took many photograghs, and made some modi-
fications to the kit along the way.  You will use
these shop notes as a companion while building
the model during this 14 week ship modelling
class.  It is my hope, that with this additional
information, I might inspire you to pursue the
hobby once you have completed building your
own Phantom.

Chuck Passaro



GETTING STARTED...
Before we begin, I must bring to your attention one

of the most important skills you will need to acquire.  This
would be learning the logical order in which to proceed
building. The step-by-step progression is crucial.  For this
reason, it will be necessary to deviate from the progression
as presented in the kit-supplied instructions.  Years of
model building experience have made me aware of the pit-
falls that can be encountered, the “corners one can paint
themselves in” if each step isn’t methodically planned out in
advance.  The lack of any ‘detail’ as described in the kit-
supplied instructions makes this planning all but impossible.
I am not suggesting that my methodology is “all-knowing”
and can not be deviated from.  I am just pointing out that I
have a routine that works for me.  You would think that
since this model is designated as a ‘beginner’ project, it
would have come supplied with more detailed instructions.
Even more detailed than those supplied with  advanced
kits.  But if you haven’t already noticed, the instructions that
came supplied with this kit dedicate only eight pages to the
actual building process.  Hardly detailed enough for a
beginner to  learn and establish an effective process.

We will begin with cutting out the templates provided in the
kit for the profiles of the hull.  Begin with the two shown in
the photo above.  As mentioned in the booklet, use a hobby
knife to carefully cut out the templates because a scissors
will distort them along the more severe curves.  Rather
than cut out all of the templates and have them floating
around your workspace, I might suggest only cutting out
those templates needed for the procedure you are currently
working on.  

Hold the two templates along the keel to check that the

length of the hull is correct. You will quickly see that a gap
of about 1/8” will remain between the two templates.  If we
are to make the hull its proper length it would seem like a
lot of carving and sanding is ahead of us.

But fortunately for us that is not the case.  During the 
manufacturing process extra wood is left in the areas 
vulnerable to damage during shipping.  Hold those same 
templates against the drawing of the hull as shown on the
plans.  Against the blueprints you will see that the 
templates have been drawn to the profile of the hull 
without the stern post, keel or stem in place.  It fits perfect-
ly. But the hull provided with the kit is to long because
extra wood was left at the stern to prevent it from getting
damaged, lengthening the hull by 1/8” .  Simply remove
this extra 1/8” of wood from the stern and you will have the
proper hull length.   After doing this, some sanding is all
that is needed to complete this procedure.  Be sure to use
a sanding block when leveling out the bottom of the hull.
The next step requires a smooth and level surface to draw
some reference lines for the width of the keel.

You will notice that on page 8 of the manual, figure  8
shows the addition of the keel, sternpost and stem which
need to be added later.  They will be 1/8” wide.  Because
we know this to be true, it will be neccesary to reduce the
thickness of the hull to 1/8” along these areas of the hull.
To avoid carving “blind”, a series of reference lines need to
be drawn along the face of the hull where the sternpost,
stem and keel will be mounted.  Draw a line down the cen-
ter of the keel as shown in the photograph above in red.
Continue this line all the way up the stem and also on the
face of the sternpost.  Then indicate with smaller lines the
intervals numbered one through nine which will be used to



1/8” wide

the wood. You will begin to alternate the use of the flat
tipped blade with the addition of a standard #11 pointed
blade.  Start carving midship and work your way towards
the bow, then reverse towards the stern. When completed
the keel should be 1/8” thick and look similar to the photo-
graph to the left.

Only after completing this initial carving, should you begin
to use the remaining templates to define the proper hull
shape. You will notice that the “step” present along the hull
is not shown on the templates. This is not important for the
initial hull shaping because we will come back later and
add this distinctive feature as our final task toward defining
the shape of the hull. 

The “step” is created by drawing a line 1/8” below the
caprail all along the length of the hull including all the way
around the stern.  In order for this reference line to be a
smooth graceful curve from bow to stern, you must first
sand the top of the bulwarks smooth. Hold the hull at vari-
ous angles and use your eyes to check its smooth run and
symmetry from both sides of the hull.

When you are satisfied, you can proceed to measure 1/8”
down from the top edge of the bulwarks and draw some
“tick marks”. Draw a series of “tick marks” about 3/4” apart
along the hull and after you have finished, draw your line
along them.  Use a piece of flexible stripwood (a batten) as
your guide, holding it firmly against your tick marks while
you draw the line.

Carving this “step” into the hull is a slow process, but it is
not difficult. It should look like the completed hull as shown
in the photograph below. To carve this step, use a stan-
dard pointed #11 blade to score along the reference line
you just created. Score it to a depth of about 1/32”. Then
begin to remove the wood up to this scored line by shaving
small amounts of wood at a time.

Sand this “step” smooth when completed including around
the stern.  Afterwards, I think you will agree, that it sounds
more difficult than it actually is. 

position the remaining hull templates (used to establish the
profiles for the shape of the hull).  These are also shown in
red.  Finally measure a distance of 1/16” from each side of
this center line to establish the overall width of the keel
which will be 1/8” and draw those lines as shown in blue in
the same photo.  It is now time to begin carving the hull to
remove all of the excess wood up to these blue lines.
Using the 9 remaining templates is not important at this
time because they cant be used effectively until the true
keel width is established.

Shaping the Hull...

We can now begin to reduce the thickness of the hull at
the keel. Unfortunately, the best way to carve the hull is 
difficult to describe in writing. Using a flat blade on your
hobby knife, start slowly removing small amounts of wood
along the keel. Stop just short of the reference line that you
created as this remaining wood will be removed using
sand paper. Remember to always carve with the grain of



Completing the exterior of the hull....

The overall shape of the hull exterior is now completed.
This is where we will begin to deviate from the kit supplied
manual.   The manual instructs us to begin thinning down
the bulwarks to a thickness of 1/32".   If we were to do this
now, the possibility of crushing the delicate structure during
a later stage is great.  Too much work remains to be 
completed on the hull before we can even consider thinning
the bulwarks.

First, we will mount the sternpost, stem and keel.  If you
examine the plans, you will notice that the stern post has a
slight curve (tapered angle) just below where the rudder
would enter the hull.  Using a 1/8" square strip of wood, cut
the sternpost to length.  You can sand this taper into the
stern post before gluing it onto the hull.

Next, shape the stem. You will need to glue three 1/8” strips
together.   This will give you a working surface wide enough
to draw the pattern for the stem onto it.   Two pieces will be

needed.  You can see how I positioned them in the photo
to the left.  The angles do not need to be precise.  It only
needs to be as such that the template used to create the
shape of the bow can fit on it.  The cardboard template will
be traced onto the surface of this wood to produce the
inside curve of the stem.  Draw another line on the outside
of this one to create a stem that is 1/8” wide.    This shape
is shown in red in the photograph.  The wood we are
using is very soft and can be cut with your hobby knife.
Make a series of gentle passes along the outlines rather
than try to cut it straight through on the first pass.  Cut the
stem a little wider on both sides of your lines so we can
adjust the fit if  necessary.  You will notice on the blueprint
that the stem does not extend above the “step” created
along the sides of the hull and should be trimmed to that
level before gluing it into place permanently.  Use the
blueprint to find the exact measurement.

Last; we will cut the keel to length from another strip of
1/8" square wood.  Test fit this strip on the hull before 
gluing it on permanently.  On the blue print you will notice
a small lip at the base of the keel, directly under the rud-
der.  This detail is highlighted in the photo below.  This lit-
tle detail can be notched out of the wood strip before
measuring its overall length and mounting it. 

After all of the pieces have been added to the hull, sand it
smooth.  Some wood filler can be used to fill any large
gaps where the stem may not have fit snug against the
hull.

Now would be a good time to drill the hole into the stern of
the model to accept the rudder which we will be building
shortly. I used a 3/16" diameter bit and very carefully cre-
ated a hole that was only an 1/8” deep.  Be careful not to
drill entirely through the hull.  Remember that this wood is
extremely soft.  

There are two more steps to complete before we begin
thinning the bulwarks.  You can create the rudder now
even though we will not be mounting it until later.  Use the
same process we used for the stem. You will need to glue

stem

sternpost



several strips of the 1/8" square wood together in order to
have a piece wide enough to trace the shape of rudder
onto it.  You can trace the shape from the blueprints.
Carefully cut it out and sand it to the proper shape.  The
edge of the rudder which rests along the stern post needs
to be rounded as shown by the crude drawing (fig. 9) on
page 8 of the kit supplied manual.  The thickness of the
rudder also tapers aft as shown by the cross section in the
same drawing. 

Coppering the bottom the hull…

Copper plates were used on the bottom of a wooden ships
hull to prevent it from getting fouled by sea growth and
eaten by sea worms.  The actual copper plates used on the
model need to be created.  Self-adhesive copper tape is
provided in the kit but is to wide for the model in this scale.
This tape needs to be cut down the middle into two 1/8"
wide strips.  This is most easily achieved by cutting it into
10" long strips first.  The resulting strips can then be cut
into plates which are ¼" long.  This is a tedious task and
does take some time to complete, but the finished results
on the model are undeniable.  It is what elevates a model
from being merely average to spectacular in appearance.

Before applying the plates to the hull, the waterline needs
to be drawn onto it.  A working cradle was made out of
scrap wood and molding I found in my basement.  The bow
of the ship was elevated to give me the appropriate angle
to create the waterline.  Take this angle from the plans.  A

simple homemade tool was used to draw this onto the hull
after carefully taking the time to establish the proper
height of the water line along the hull from bow to stern. 
This procedure will be demonstrated in class.  Once
drawn on the hull, another line was drawn 1/8" immediate-
ly beneath it to indicate the top band of plates.  This will
be the final belt of plates adhered to the hull.

Apply the plates to the hull first by covering the underside
of the keel, up the stem and sternpost to the waterline.
Then begin applying the plates working from the stern
towards the bow overlapping the plates slightly as you
proceed.  The second row of plates will then overlap the
first, and so on as you progress.  Be sure to stagger the
joints from row to row as indicated on the blue print.  The
hull at the midsection of the ship has a larger surface area
to cover from keel-to-waterline than that of the stern and
bow areas.  This is do to the curved profile of the hull.
This means that the creation of two belts of copper plates
need to be established at the stern of the ship.   It is much
easier to draw these belts onto the hull before adhering
the plates to it.  The belts are shown on page 9 of the
manual illustrated in figure 14.

The rows of copper plates will be taken up the hull only 
as far as the line drawn beneath the waterline.  Trim the
plates with your knife after they are applied using this line
as your guide.  The final row of plates will be added in a
continuous band along the waterline to finish this 
procedure.   The rudder also needs to be copper plated
and can be done now for mounting on the model later. 



Thinning the Bulwarks...

Thinning the bulwarks is probably the most difficult part of
this modeling project.  In fact, it is probably the number
one reason that the beginner fails to complete their model.
Some folks would even argue that a “solid hull” model is
truly not appropriate for the entry-level hobbiest.  If you
were to search EBAY on any day of the week you will cer-
tainly find more than one partially completed Phantom kit
model for sale.  When you examine the images carefully
you will see that the bulwarks are crushed and split.
Usually in the stern area because carving here is against
the grain.

Well, if I haven’t scared you off, the task at hand is really
not that difficult.  It is only that the instructions for carving
the thickness of the bulwarks to 1/32” as presented in the
kit-supplied instructions are fatally flawed.  Even the most
skilled craftsman would certainly crush the thin sides of the
hull if carved according to these directions.  But before you
begin, square off some of the rounded edges left on the
deck by the machinery used to rough cut its shape.  Figure
7 (page7) illustrates this procedure.

The “step” at mid-ship should be finished to 3mm high.
The deck is also very rough at this point and needs to be
sanded smooth before proceeding.  Be sure to allow for
the camber of the deck while sanding.  The camber refers
to the gentle slope of the deck’s surface as it gets closer to
the bulwarks from the center line.  This allows water to
drain towards the bulwarks so it can flow through the scup-
pers.  Special care needs to be taken when sanding the
deck camber into the decks surface.  Be sure to measure
the height of the bulwarks on both sides of the hull for con-
sistency and symmetry.  You may have to remove more of
the decks surface on one side of the hull in order to make
the bulwark higher. Take the measurements for the bul-
wark’s height from the plans.  When completed you can
begin to thin the bulwarks.

In Figure 6 (page 7) it shows a rounded bladed chisel
being used to carve the bulwarks.  If downward pressure is

applied to the thin walls in this fashion, it would surely
cause the bulwarks to crumble.  Even using a smooth chis-
el as shown would result in the same fate.  It is much wiser
to use the standard #11 xacto blade (which is pointed).
Rather than applying downward pressure as shown, slowly
slice the insides of the bulwarks to a thickness of about
1/16”  Always work with the grain when possible.  Don’t try
to remove large pieces of material on the first slice.  You
will only be shaving thin slices off with each pass.  before
you realize it, the bulwarks will have been whittled away to
the appropriate thickness. 

Once it has been reduced to 1/16” all around, use a
medium grade of sand paper to reduce the thickness even
further.   It is not crucial to achieve the 1/32” thickness but
it shouldn’t be to far off.  See the photo above which
shows the final thickness I achieved for the bulwarks.

Installing the Deck Planking...

Once the bulwarks have been sanded smooth to the prop-
er thickness, it will be time to install the deck planking.
The kit comes supplied with a sheet of decking which is
pre-scribed to simulate the individual planks.  The planks
on this sheet do not accurately represent how the planks
were actually laid for the aft deck.  Towards the stern, the
planks would have curved to follow the shape of the bul-
warks.  Each plank would have also tapered to a smaller
width as it made its way aft.  (Check the blueprints)

Even though this is the case,  the kit was produced for the
first-time modeler.  We will not modify the deck planking by
using individual planks instead of the pre-scribed sheet
provided.  The finished result in this scale will look fine.
Especially since many deck structures and fittings will
cover a good portion of it.

The shape for each of the two decks (fore and aft) were
traced from the blueprint and transferred to the pre-scribed
sheet of decking.  Care was taken to ensure that the run of
the planks was straight along the center line.  The aft deck
was cut out first.  It was not crucial to have an exact fit
along the bulwarks.  We will be installing the waterway on

fore deck

1.5mm x 3mm
wood strip waterway

waterway
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top of this decking which will conceal any gaps as long as
they are not to big.  Once glued into place, sand the edge
of the aft deck along the step at mid-ship.  Then I took a
sharp pencil and drew lines into every scribed groove to
simulate the caulking between each plank.  Do this careful-
ly without applying to much pressure because the sheet is
very thin in these grooves.

Cut a 1.5mm x 3mm strip of wood and place it along the
face of the step at mid ship.  You may have to apply some
pressure to the ends of the strip to bend it so it conforms to
the camber of the deck.  The kit-supplied manual shows
the placement of an “edge plank” on the top of the step 
(fig 11-page 9).  This will not be necessary to include.  You
can install the fore deck using the same methods we just
described after adding this piece.

Adding the Waterway....

It is time to install the waterway along the bulwarks.
Towards the bow, the water way would have been “nibbed”
as described in the kit-supplied instructions.  If you want to
add this feature, please do.  For those of you building your
first model, if you chose not to nib the deck planking it
wouldn’t be awful.  As you can see in the photo on the pre-
vious page, I didn’t and the end results are just fine.  At this
early stage of developing skills as a hobbiest, it is more
important to focus on your craftsmanship.  As your skills
improve you will be able to add more and more features to
improve the quality of your projects.  If you attempted to
add to much detail, to early; (as I have seen to often), it
may prove to be discouraging and make it that much hard-
er to complete your first project.  

Rather than use wood to make the waterway.  I used an
alternative material.  In this scale, I often use plain manila
office folders.  The color is quite consistent with the wood
already being used.  It accepts paints and stains well, and
can be adhered easily with almost any glue.  Using some
liquid glues tend to wrinkle the manila when applied.
Elmers works great.  Again, as you can see in the photo on
the previous page,  the waterway looks as if it were made
of wood and is a perfect match.  No one has ever discov-

ered any of the elements I have made from manila folders.
Had I not mentioned it , you would never have known
either.  You will soon learn about many alternative materi-
als that can be used throughout this project.

The easiest way to make the waterway is to turn the hull
upside down on top of the manila folder.   Press  the folder
gently against the bulwarks.  Trace the outside shape of
the hull onto the folder.  Then indicate the overall width of
the waterway by making another line on the inside of that
one.  The waterway will be 1/16” wide as shown on the
blueprints.  Cut the waterway out using a sharp blade.  Do
not use scissors.  Dry fit them in place for both decks
before gluing them into position permanently.  You may
have to make some adjustments.  I glued the waterway
down in four pieces.  Two pieces for each deck, port and
starboard.  They are quite flexible and can be adjusted
easily.

If you are not satisfied with how they fit, throw them away
and start over.  After all, its only an inexpensive manila
folder.  If you did decide to show the deck “nibbing” along
the bow, simply cut those nibs into the waterway before
gluing it into place.  You can also run the point of your pen-
cil along the edge of the waterway to simulate the caulking
as we did earlier.    

Drilling the Scuppers...

There are five scuppers at mid-ship on each side of the
hull, and two more on each side of the aft deck.  These
scuppers would let water drain off the deck during heavy
seas and stormy weather.  Each scupper is 5mm long.
You can take the measurements from the blueprints.  They
are actually created by the bulwark stanchions that we will
install later.  One continuous slot needs to be carved
through the sides of the hull now before that can be done.

The tricky part is trying to place the scupper slots at their
proper height off of the deck.  If drilled to low along the
sides of the hull, you would surely damage the surface of
the deck.  If placed to high, they would have been inca-
pable of letting water drain off of the deck.  Take some stiff
cardboard and cut it into thin strips.  We will use them to



make some disposable measuring strips.  Hold one on the
inside of the bulwarks where a scupper would be located.
The end of the strip should rest on the top of the waterway.
Draw a reference line to indicate the top of the bulwarks.  
Now you know the distance from the top of the bulwarks to
the surface of the deck.  Flip the measurement strip to the
outside of the hull where that scupper is to be located.
Line up the reference point you drew with the top of the
outside of the bulwarks.  The bottom edge of that strip will
show you where the surface of the deck lies and you can
mark this lightly in pencil.  With these reference lines
drawn on the outside of the hull for the locations of all of
the scupper slots you can accurately place them  1/32”
higher than the decks surface.  Actually, drill them as close
to the deck’s surface as you feel comfortable attempting.
1/32” would be the maximum height off of the deck to keep
the model historically accurate.

When I write “drill” the scupper slots into the sides of the
hull, I am not suggesting that you use a power drill.  Most
of the holes you will drill into your model should be done by
hand with very small bits placed into a pin vice (similar to
the handle of your hobby knife).  

For each scupper slot,  I drilled several holes along its
length. (see the blueprints for their exact lengths) One at
each end and many more in between. Each hole drilled
nearly touched the preceding hole.  It was easy to cut the
excess wood away between these holes with a sharp
blade.  All that is left to do at this point is to clean up these
slots with some needle files or sandpaper.  Some light
sanding on the inside and outside of the hull might be
required as well.  

Painting the outside of the hull…

To complete the major work to the outside of the hull
before moving our attention to the deck, paint the hull
above the waterline black.  Use "Mars Black" acrylic paint
applied in successive coats.  Sand the hull with a very fine
sand paper between coats to ensure a smooth and even
finish.  This is best achieved by thinning the acrylic paint
with water and not applying it straight out of the tube. As
for the surface of the deck and the waterway, it will be left
natural and untreated.  You could use some matte finish

sealer if you wanted to, but it is not really needed.  You
may also want to prime the wood’s surface before painting
it.  Some folks do this while others don’t feel that it is nec-
essary.  I fall into the later category.

The Bulwark Stanchions...

Installing the bulwark stanchions is fairly easy.  Use the
blueprint to find the measurement of the distance between
them.  This distance is the same for all of them.  Place ref-
erence marks along the inside of the bulwarks where each
stanchion will be placed.

I used 2mm x 2mm strips of basswood for the stanchions.
I must also mention that the kit did not come supplied with
any wood that comes close to the dimensions required.  I
just happened to have some 2mm wood left over from a
previous project.  The blueprints show that the stanchions
should actually be about 1.25mm wide.  It is common for
most commercial kits to be missing building materials.
It is not surprising at all and should be expected.  Realizing
that the 2mm wood I have is to large, I could either order
some on the internet and wait for its delivery, or make do
with what I have.  You could also cantact Model Shipways
directly.  They stand by their kits and would promptly ship
you the missing materials.

I decided to make do.  Taking some sand paper and run-
ning it along the strip of wood, I reduced its size to 1.25mm
on all sides.  I tried to keep the thickness as consistent as
possible but it really isn’t necessary to obsess over it.  The
stanchions will be so short that minor variations would not
be noticed.  I cut each stanchion a bit longer than needed
and glued them into position.  I was careful not to use
much glue to avoid having it squeeze out under pressure.
Once all of the stanchions were in place, they were sanded
to the height of the bulwarks.  (See the photo below)

The blueprints mention that the bulwarks should be painted
a  “light cream” color.  I am quite satisfied with the creamy
color of the wood when left unfinished.  Because I was
careful with the amount of glue used, there was no mess
that needed to be concealed with paint.  You may opt to
paint the bulwarks, but I prefer to use as little paint as 
possible.  



pintles
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Installing the Rudder...

If you have already created the rudder, now would be a
good time to install it.  It should be copper plated up to the
waterline as shown.  The rudder will be attached to the
stern post with hinges called “pintles and gudgeons”.  This
refers to the two haves of each hinge.  The pintle being
that which is attached to the rudder and the gudgeon is
attached to the hull.

The kit-supplied instructions suggest that these hinges
could be made from cardboard.  This simply won’t do the
job.  It also says that the brass strip supplied with the kit
can be used.  This strip is a little wide and out of scale to
be seriously considered.  It is also reserved for later use
as the material for the chain plates which secure the dead-
eyes to the cap rail.  There isn’t enough of it for both jobs.

I had purchased some sheets of copper years ago and
have enough to last me a lifetime.  I have many different
thicknesses available.  I chose an appropriate thickness
and will use this to create the gudgeons and pintles.
Unfortunately, you will need to buy some sheets of raw
material or strips of brass at the correct scale  I cut the
copper sheet into strips just under 1/16” wide as measured
from the blue prints.  I also made note of the lengths need-
ed for each pintle and made these first.

I bent these strips around a length of 22 gauge black wire
to shape them.  Then I glued some of that same wire into
to bend of each (as shown above).  I left the wire extra
long at this point because it makes these little pieces 
easier to handle.  They will be cut to the proper length later
so they can fit into the carved slots located on the 
rudder.  Three pintles are needed.

The wire should really be soldered into position.  I am not
particularly fond of soldering, and when its not absolutely 
necessary use “super glue” (cyanacrylate) instead.  When
the glue has dried, cut the wire to the proper length.   Glue
them onto the rudder as shown in the photo.  The pintles

can be painted black now before moving on to build the
gudgeons.  I used black acrylic paint.  These pieces could
also be blackened with chemicals.  But I try to stay away
from chemicals that have skulls and crossbones on their
bottles.  Paint works just fine for this project but you may
want to try some commercial blackening agents for other
projects where there are hundreds of metal parts to be
blackened.

You should be able to easily slide the strips created for the
gudgeons behind the pintle pins and into place on the 
rudder assembly.  As you can see in the photo (top right)
they were left longer than needed.   The finished assembly
can be test fit in place on the hull where the lengths for
each gudgeon are measured and marked.  These were cut
to length with scissors because the copper isn’t very thick.
Glue the rudder assembly to the hull being careful to
properly lining up the three gudgeons.  Keep them evenly
spaced and angled.   Don’t use to much glue.  It is 
difficult to clean the excess glue from the copper plates on
the hull.  Paint the gudgeons black and touch up the pintles
to finish this step. (see below)




